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was expanded almost four-fold from an original 
estimated 5000 participants.

To conclude, it is diÇcult to draw conclusions from 
this very interesting study as it is not transparently 

reported. With many unanswered questions, it is 
too early to change clinical practice. There are two 
ongoing studies testing similar hypotheses, the 
BedMed and TろME study. ろt will be very important 
to follow the outcome of these trials.

Bo Carlberg - bo.carlberg@umu.se
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Following the publication of the SPRろNT study in the 
New Engl J Med in 20151, a number of the major 
international guidelines have gradually been revised, 
beginning with those of the American College of 
Cardiology and American Heart Association (AHA) 
in 20172.  These were followed by the guidelines 
of the European Societies of Cardiology and of 
Hypertension (ESC/ESH) in 20183 and then by 
the British guidelines for ゃHypertension in Adults: 
diagnosis and managementゅ from the National 
ろnstitute for Health and Care Excellence (ぃNろCEぅ)4.

One of the attractive features of NろCE is that these 
guidelines are written in plain and simple English and 
are aimed as much at patients and their families and 
carers, as they are at hypertension specialists, general 
practitioners or other health care professionals4.  

Another attractive feature is their relative brevity 
and simplicity, though that is achieved in part by 
referring the reader to a variety of separate NろCE 
guidelines such as those on ゃchronic kidney disease 
in adultsゅ, or ゃcardiovascular diseaseゅ or ゃalcohol-
use disordersゅ or on ゃstop smoking interventions 
and servicesゅ.  On the other hand, these new NろCE 
guidelines do apply to people with type 2 diabetes4.

Opportunities for change 
that were resisted

These are no major dramatic changes in the updated 
NろCE guidelines though they do refer to the relevant 
literature, albeit with a conservative bent.  The major 
areas where possible change has been resisted 
include the following:

Measurement of Blood Pressure

The 2019 NろCE guideline does not consider the 
possible use of ゃUnattended Automated OÇce Blood 
Pressure Measurementゅ, (AOBPM) the method 
used in SPRろNT & recommended in the ACC/AHA 
2017 guidelines as well as in the 2016 Canadian 
Guidelines5, on the grounds that this method of 
measuring BP would be diÇcult to translate into UK 
clinical practice.  They prefer the more traditional use 
of automated devices or of manual measurement 
using direct auscultation over the brachial artery4.  

That may well be true but a recommendation from 
NろCE in 2019 encouraging the use of AOBPM might 
have provided valuable leadership.  ろt is interesting 
to note that in a recent survey of patients with 
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resistant hypertension across 76 specialist centres 
from 6 major regions, completed in August 2016, 
the preferred method of BP measurement reported 
was AOBPM in 97% of patients in Australia and 87% 
in North America (USA & Canada)6.

Setting of BP thresholds and targets for 
treatment

The 2019 NろCE guideline retains a BP of 140/90 
mmHg as the threshold for the diagnosis of 
hypertension or high BP and as the target for the 
treatment of high BP.  For out-of-oÇce BP these 
readings are reduced to 135/85 mmHg, for both 
daytime Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring 
(ABPM) and Home Blood Pressure Monitoring 
(HBPM).

While the authors recognise that there is evidence 
from the SPRろNT trial that lower BP thresholds and 
targets do confer signiらcant beneらts, they point out 
that this is accompanied by signiらcant harms.  They 
also have concerns that many aspects of the trial, 
which was conducted in the USA, including the patient 
populations, and the method for measurement of 
BP (AOBPM) ゃmade the evidence diÇcult to interpret 
and use to inform the recommendationsゅ.4  ろn 
part this might be because the focus of the NろCE 
Guideline on Hypertension in Adults is primarily 
on primary prevention and treatment, which also 
may explain how they can quite readily ignore or 
outweigh the evidence of meta-analyses such as 
that by Ettehad et al7 which may be more relevant 
to one of the other NろCE Guidelines, such as the one 
on ゃcardiovascular diseaseゅ. 

Starting antihypertensive drug treatment 
with monotherapy

NろCE 2019 continues to recommend starting with 
monotherapy in part because the results of the 
Pathway-1 trial, suggesting dual therapy could help 
achieve BP control more rapidly, were excluded, 
because the outcome was a surrogate outcome, 
and in part because the other evidence in favour of 
dual therapy is based on improved adherence, not 
on improved eÇcacy.8,9

Changes recommended by the 2019 
Guideline

A bouquet for Including Diabetes

The new NろCE Guideline is the らrst to include people 
with diabetes, and furthermore their threshold and 
target BPs are the same as those for people without 

diabetes.  This helps to simplify many issues for the 
practicing doctor.  

New cardiovascular risk threshold of 10% 
for treatment in stage 1 hypertension

Having resisted any temptation to lower the BP 
threshold for treatment, the authors of the 2019 
NろCE Guideline do lower the 10-year cardiovascular 
risk threshold for initiation of treatment in people 
with stage 1 hypertension below 80 years, from 
the previous 20%, to the new level of 10%!  This 
recommendation was supported by a health 
economic analysis which conらrmed that treatment 
was cost eやective at the 10% threshold in people 
aged 60 years.  Given the increasing emphasis on 
total cardiovascular risk, in preference to blood 
pressure alone, this makes good sense.

New recommendations for taking BP in the 
two arms

The 2019 NろCE Guideline continues to recommend 
BP should be measured in both arms at the time of 
diagnosis, but recommends a diやerence of 15 rather 
than the previous 20mmHg should be regarded as 
signiらcant, and subsequent readings should be 
taken from the arm with the highest reading, with 
the patient informed which that is.   This was in line 
with recent evidence that quite small diやerences 
in arm BP are associated with increased risk of 
cardiovascular events.

Conclusions

ろ have long been a believer in the beneらts of lowering 
blood pressure, and was a little disappointed that 
NろCE 2019 chose not to act on the evidence of the 
SPRろNT trial and of numerous meta-analyses to lower 
the BP threshold and target for various groups, but 
ろ did appreciate the consolation prize, in that the 
10 year cardiovascular risk threshold for treatment 
in people below 80 with stage 1 hypertension was 
lowered to 10% from the previous 20%.   As a 
long-time advocate of combination therapy for the 
treatment of hypertension, and a らrm believer in 
the merits of using single pill combinations for the 
initiation of therapy, ろ was again disappointed.   ろ 
was however delighted to see people with type 2 
diabetes included in the NろCE 2019 Hypertension 
Guideline, with the same threshold and target BP 
as people without diabetes.  And ろ did appreciate 
the way NろCE spoke to the reader, and explained 
its point of view ‒ a real lesson for all the other 
guidelines which are strictly written for the expert 
and require that person at their sharpest and らt 
enough to run a marathon!  Finally, it seems likely 
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that for many doctors and their patients in the UK 
‒ and that is for whom these guidelines are meant 
‒ they will be welcomed as ゃsteady as she goesゅ, 
with a few sensible changes and a simple regime 
to follow, with a common threshold and target BP,  

but nothing too radical.  Letぅs hope that signiらcantly 
more people with high blood pressure will actually 
take their medication and achieve that target clinic 
blood pressure of <140 mmHg.  That would be 
progress!

Cartoon by Jordi Carreras 

- Sydney, Australia

John Chalmers - chalmers@georgeinstitute.org.au
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